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STUDENT LEADERSHIP TRAINING

 [ The Leadership Balance ]
“What is the most important 
thing leaders do?”

“What is the most important 
character trait leaders need?”

Answer:

Answer:

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT IT

Every runner knows that only half of the race is up to their physical performance. The other half is 
in their head. That’s why coaches give their runners a pep talk before each race. The runner’s state 
of mind can make it or break it just as easily as their physical ability. It’s the same way in leader-
ship. A leader needs more than a set of leadership skills; they need great character as well. When 
our skills and our character get out of balance, bad leadership happens.

It’s not hard to point out a bad leader. History is full of them, and our sports teams, classes, and 
governments have all been tainted by bad leaders. Some leaders trample people; others get 
nothing done. In fact, truly great leaders only emerge when their skills and their character are in 
balance. In other words, who a leader is and what that leader does are equally important. 

Nehemiah was good at balancing the doing and the being of leadership. He had a lot of leader-
ship skills. As cupbearer to the king, he managed people, vineyards, farms, and a pretty presti-
gious catering business. Nehemiah knew how to lead, but he was careful not to lose himself or 
compromise who he was when his leadership increased. Take a look at Nehemiah’s journal to see 
how he kept the balance of doing and being when he was about to begin the leadership chal-
lenge of a lifetime. 

Doing vs. Being
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Read Nehemiah 1:1–4 and 2:1–5 and answer the following questions.

What did Nehemiah do as a leader in these verses?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you know about Nehemiah’s character from these verses?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How did Nehemiah’s heart fuel his leadership?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How do you think Nehemiah grew his skills as a leader?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A SECOND LOOK

It’s pretty easy for leadership to turn into a giant chain of tasks—especially as deadlines and 
time pressures mount. But for every tangible task we do as leaders, we need just as much 
intangible heart to fuel it. Decisions require wisdom. Instructions require honesty. Vision 
casting requires enthusiasm, and team building requires genuine care. Who leaders are fuels 
what they do (especially when what they do gets hard and costly).

Take a few minutes to look at your own leadership balance by working through 
these questions.

1. Think through your leadership (both official leadership positions and unofficial areas 
of influence). In the first column on the next page, write down every task you need to 
accomplish in order to lead well.

2. Now look at each task you wrote down, and think of the leadership skill you need to 
accomplish that task. Write that skill in the second column.

3. Finally, in the third column, write the character trait or quality needed to do each leadership 
task well. 

4. Now take a look at everything you’ve written in the chart. (A little overwhelming right?) This is 
probably why Nehemiah’s first reaction to his leadership calling was to get on his knees. In fact, Ne-
hemiah spent more time praying and fasting than he did actually rebuilding the giant wall around 
Jerusalem. As you look at the leadership in front of you, circle one or two of the skills that you real-
ly need to work on and hone. Next, circle one or two of the character qualities you need to develop 
in your life.
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Leadership Task Skill Needed Character trait/quality 
needed

Cast vision Good communication Enthusiasm & genuine 
care

 

PARTING THOUGHT

“I have so much to do that I shall spend the first three hours in prayer.” –Martin Luther.

Be specific:
What are you going to do?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

When are you going to do it?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Is there someone who can keep you accountable? 
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

APPLY IT 

Look at what you circled 
in the chart and think of 
one thing you can do this 
week to grow in a skill and 
trait of leadership. 
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